
Your kitchen remodel checklist

Modern Kitchen

Pick your style.

Traditonal StyleContemporary Style

Do you have enough floor space?

Are there any traffic bottlenecks?

Does the workflow accommodate your cooking routine?

Can you easily move from the range to the sink?

How effective is your kitchen when more than one person is cooking?

Do you have any special storage needs?

Is your cooking style occasional, casual or professional?

Does anyone in your home have difficulty bending or reaching?

Will average-height counters work for everyone in the family?

What other activities besides cooking happening your kitchen?

Do you have some high-quality wants, such as pro range or Quartz countertops?

Assess Your Goals
Carefully analyze exactly what you hope to achieve with this remodel. An iCabinets designer will help you solve any issues

or questions. Consider the following. 

PRO TIP: A typical remodel takes about 6-8 weeks

Targeted completion date:
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DIY PRO

Demolition

Rough Electrical

Rough Plumbing

Flooring

Cabinets

Countertops

Painting

Backsplash

Appliances

Sink/Faucet

Other

Do It Yourself (DIY) or Hire a pro
Decide what you can do yourself to save money and which jobs are left to the pros

Range / Stove

Oven

Refrigerator

Microwave

Dishwasher

Vent Hood

Sink

SIZE HxWxDTYPE BRAND MODEL COLOR PRICE DELIVERY DATE

Appliances
Keep track of your product details so you have them all in one place.
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Maximize Your New 
Kitchen with Free 
Design Services

Use personal recommendations and online directories like Angie’s list to develop a list of contractors.

Cross off any without a license, bonding or insurance.

Cross off any who are not free to complete the project on your schedule.

Cross off any who have not recently completed similar projects

Interview contractors

Call their references

Sign a contract with a payment plan

How to hire a Contractor:

3
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NORTH HOLLYWOOD

13213 Sherman Way

North Hollywood, CA 91605

818-764-2254 

ANAHEIM

1201 E Ball Rd.

Anaheim, CA. 92805

714-766-4440
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1. Measure all walls from the
    corners including moldings

2. Measure from the center of
    sinks and range

3. Measure refrigerator width
    and height

4. Measure ceiling height

Bring in your kitchen 
measurements for a 
free estimate and a 
free 3D design.
Our designers can offer suggestions. 
After the design is completed, you’ll 
receive and estimate for the project.
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